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I had forgotten all about Radio Bobay, or Radio Bouvet (probably the intended spelling), a
station I had heard on December 31, 1981 on 7434 kHz, at around 2330 UTC.  But recently I came
across it again in a brief segment by the late John Campbell in one of the old Media Network
programs posted online at Jonathan Marks’s Media Network Vintage Vault.  John Campbell was a
regular contributor.  The “Bobay” program was broadcast on February 11, 1982, and can be found
here.  John’s segment is at :30.  Here is what he said:

I don’t have any one theme this month, but I do have some
pieces of news that may be helpful on three or four different fronts. 
Firstly, it’s always good to acknowledge a good unofficial radio hoax,
and I think we’ve had one in the recent past.  North American
listeners–and I’d say it’s no coincidence that there have been no
reports from outside North America–have heard a mysterious station
calling itself something like Radio Bobay, broadcasting around 7435
kHz., and also around 14700, and giving the impression of being
located in Europe.  On New Years Eve it pretended, almost
successfully, to be putting out a live transmis-sion of a New Year
party from a theater somewhere in Dublin.  Well, no one’s actually
claimed to know for sure that Radio Bobay is a North American radio
hoax, but I’d bet a very large amount of money that it’s just that. 
Perhaps if the inventors of Radio Bobay are listening, Jonathan,
they’ll send us a cassette contribution for Great Radio Hoaxes–Mark
II, in case you ever make a new set of unofficial radio tapes for the
Handicapped Aid Program.

The station was heard by many shortwave listeners, including several participants in the
Numero Uno DX newsletter.  The reports to NU are shown below.  In summary, October 1981 saw
an unidentified station that was later thought to have possibly been this one, heard on 7388 and 7395
kHz. after 0600 UTC.  In November, what appeared to be the same station was heard on 14725
around 1600.  In early December they were on 7426 at 0630.  And the New Years Eve program that
John Campbell referred to was heard on December 31 from 2230 tune-in on approximately 7435. 
Here are the entries: 
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October 24, 1981, pgs. 2 (Dan Robinson (DC), Gerry Dexter (WI), Don Jensen (WI) [ed.])  & 4
(Dexter, Jensen):

October 31, 1981 (Dexter):

November 7, 1981 (Dexter, Jensen [ed.], John Campbell (UK)):

December 11, 1981 (Jerry Berg (MA), Dexter [ed.]):
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January 1, 1982, p. 3 (Dexter [ed.]) & p. 5 (Ralph Perry (NJ), Bob Foxworth (NY), Campbell,
Jensen):

January 9, 1982 (Foxworth, Berg, Perry):

I had made a recording of the New Years Eve broadcast, as heard around 2330 UTC, 7434
kHz.  You can hear it here.  IDs are at 2:09, 2:24, 4:11, 4:21 and 4:35.  As Don Jensen observed in
his January 1 entry above, it sounded legit.  And those were the days when Europirates could often
be heard at this hour, especially on the North American east coast.

So who/what/where was Radio Bobay?  The mystery was solved thanks to contributors to
Glenn Hauser’s “Listeners Notebook” column and Tom Alleman’s “Update” column in FRENDX,
the monthly bulletin of the North American Shortwave Club, during the period November 1981 to
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May 1982.  The station was reported heard at various times by reporters in New Jersey, Indiana,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Michigan, Connecticut, and Toronto, Ontario, on 7390, 7395, 7435,
14650, 14715, and 14850 kHz.  Attempts to nail down the name yielded many variations:  Radio
Bombay, Radio Bouvet, Radio Bobay, Radio Bowlbathe, Radio Brovo.

It became obvious that it was a pirate, a conclusion made inescapable by some on-air
references to names conflated from those of several well-known hobbyists (at 3:06 in the recording: 
“This is Don Perry . . . you need Ralph Jensen’s smoking stick tuning oil to help you . . . .”).  One
Ontario listener observed that it was the same station as an otherwise-unidentified Radio Caravelle
(see below).  Another Ontarian had an Ontario address for the station.  And while the station was
unheard in Europe, a powerhouse signal was reported in Toronto.

In May the mystery was more or less solved when a New York listener, seemingly in the
know, reported that an individual whose home address had been given for the station but who knew
nothing about it believed the organizers to be former members of a shortwave club who had been
expelled for obnoxious behavior, including submitting fake logs under a fictitious name.

John Campbell, writing (with his usual erudition) in the
February 1982 “Unofficial Radio” column which he edited for Short-
Wave News, the bulletin of the Danish Shortwave Clubs International,
concluded that the station “was a genuine 24-carat fake.”  But, said he, 
“the general quality of this hoax is rather good.  Congratulations,
fellows!  I’ll bet you didn’t know that it was Admiral [François Joseph]
Bouvet who was mainly responsible for fouling up the plans for the
Irish revolution of 1798 and delaying Irish independence for over 120
years.  Or did you?”

We will likely never know.

P.S. on Radio Caravelle

They were another Canadian pirate (see above), and Rich McVicar of Navarino, New York,
QSLed them in 1981 when he lived in Prescott, Ontario.  Thanks for sending along the QSL, Rich.
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